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Great questions designed to help people in small groups get to know one another. If you could live in any
sitcom, which one would it be? What was in your high school locker? Best dessert you have ever had?
Something interesting you might not know about me is. What was the most embarrassing thing you have done
while on a date? What is your favorite season? If you had your own talk show, who would your first three
guests be? What is in the trunk of your car right now? What do you look for in a friend? If you were handed
free opera tickets, would you go or sell them? What is your favorite restaurant and why? What was the best
thing that happened to you this past weekend? When you were in grade school, what did you want to be when
you grew up? What book has influenced you greatly? If you were to perform in the circus, what would you
do? If you could eliminate one thing you do each day in the bathroom so that you never had to do it again,
what would it be? You were just given a yacht. What would you name it? What are your three favorite smells?
What would you put in a new breakfast cereal box as a gimmick? If you were to get a tattoo, what would it say
or what would the graphic be? Name your favorite song. If you could play any musical instrument, what
would it be and why? If you already play an instrument s , what do you play and why? Why do you live in this
area? What is your favorite memory of Christmases past? Did you ever consider becoming a teacher? Why or
why not? What do you keep in the trunk of your car? If you owned a CB radio what would your "handle" be?
If you were given 24 hours to live, what would you do? If you were in the Miss America talent competition,
what would your talent be? Tell something that nobody in the group knows about you. What is your earliest
childhood memory? What was your favorite TV show when you were growing up? If you had one extra hour
of free time a day, how would you use it? What music is in your personal music player right now? The great
theologian Andy Warhol stated that everyone gets 15 minutes of fame. What happened during your 15
minutes? What is your dream job? If you could spend 15 minutes with any living person, who would it be and
why? What person in the Bible do you most closely identify with? What article of clothing most closely
describes your personality? If you were to write a book what would it be about? Which way do you eat corn
on the cob? How many rings before you answer the phone? What is the first thing you think of when you wake
in the morning? If you won a million dollars, what would you do with it? I was once mistaken for. If you had
to, what part of your body would you get pierced? Who was your favorite teacher and why? What makes you
feel the most secure? Who do you admire the most? Have you ever had a reoccurring dream? What was your
nickname growing up, or now? Who was your hero when you were a child, and what did you do to be like
them? What is your favorite cartoon character and why? Who inspires you and how are you a bit like them?
How did you learn to ride a bicycle? When was the last time you did something for the first time? If you knew
you could not fail, what would you do? What is your concept of a fruitful day? What was your favorite thing
to play with as a child? If you could be any animal in the world for 24 hours, which animal would you be?
Have you ever jumped out of a plane? If you could rid the world of one thing, what would it be? What is your
favorite quote? What is something unexpected that has changed about you in the last few years? If you could
be invisible for a day, what would you do? What is your favorite weird food combination? If you had to be a
flower, which one would you like to be and why? If you were stranded on a desert island, what three books
and three people would you take with you? What was your favorite childhood toy? What is your favorite
color? List three adjectives to explain your choice. What will you concoct when you have this person over?
My biggest pet peeve is. What is your favorite commercial? What commercial annoys you the most? If you
could be an ice cream flavor, what would it be? Name a turning point in your life that makes you smile or cry.
If there were a holiday in your honor what would it celebrate? What clubs were you a member of in High
School? Are you still interested in any of the same things? If you were to be on a reality TV show which one
would you be on and why? If you could be anything in the world, what would you be and why? What is your
favorite time of day? If someone rented a billboard for you, what would you put on it? If you had to enter a
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competition for the "Most Uselessly Unique Talent," what would your talent be? What is your worst
personality characteristic? If you had to be a teacher of something, what would you teach? How would you
like to be remembered? What is one thing that you constantly think about other than material things? What did
you like best about your hometown? What are you most talented at? If you could have had the starring role in
one film already made, which movie would you pick? What do you think is the best feeling in the world? If
you could have written any book, what book would you like to have written?
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If you had only 24 hours to live, what would you do? If a classmate asked you for the answer to a question
during an exam while the teacher was not looking, what would you do? If the whole world were listening,
what would you say? If one song were to describe your life, what song would it be? If you bumped your car
into another car, but nobody saw you do it, would you leave your name and address? If you could ask God any
one question, what would it be? If you could be an animal, what animal would you be? If you could be a bird,
what bird would you choose to be? If you could be a plant, what plant would you choose to be? If you could
be a super hero, which super hero would you be? If you could be another man or woman for a day, who would
you choose? If you could be another person for a day, who would you be? If you could be invisible for a day
what would you do and why? If you could change one thing about your spouse or significant other, what
would it be? If you could change one thing about yourself, what would it be? If you could change one thing in
the world, what would it be? If you could choose how you were going to die, what would you choose your
death to be? If you could choose to live on a different planet, which one would you choose? If you could
commit any crime and get away with it, what would you do? If you could date a celebrity, who would you
choose? If you could have only one food for the rest of your life assuming that this strange situation would not
affect your health , which food would you choose? If you could hear what someone is thinking for a day, who
would you choose? If you could live anywhere, where would you live? If you could meet any famous person,
dead or alive, who would it be and why? If you could speak any other language besides English which
language would you like to speak? If you could spend a day with any celebrity, who would it be and what
questions would you ask that person? If you could take a vacation anywhere in the world for any length of
time, where would you go? If you could travel back in time, where would you go? If you discovered a new
island, what would you name it and why? If you got arrested for murder, whom would you call with your
telephone call from prison? If you had an accident and you had to be at home to recover for a long time, what
would you do to relieve the boredom? Would you stay calm or would you panic? What would you do if you
found the wallet of your next door neighbor who you hated? If you could have any car you wanted, which car
would you choose? Would it be practical or flashy? If your car broke down on the motorway, what would you
do? Would you try to fix it yourself? If you could solve the problem of hunger in the third world or repair the
ozone, which would you do? If you could stop a bad habit that you have, what would you stop? If you could
go back to any moment in history, where would you go? If you could be famous a household name , what
would you like to be famous for? If you were on holiday and you lost your passport, would you know what to
do? If you were offered a job in another part of the country, would you be willing to take the job, assuming
that the pay is very good? If your partner were offered a job in another part of the country, which was well
paid, would you be willing to change places? If you were in the bank and somebody started to hold up the
bank, what would you do? How would you react? If you had one wish, what would you wish for? If you could
only listen to one song for the rest of your life, which song would you choose? If only one book existed, which
book would you like it to be? If you could do any job, what would you like to do? If you could move
anywhere, where would you like to live? If you had hour days while everyone else continued to have hour
days , what would you do with the extra time? If you had the opportunity to be different, what would you
change? If you had time machine, where would you go and why? If you had to choose between a wonderful
romantic relationship that would end after only a year, or a so-so relationship that would last your entire life,
which one would you choose? If you had to choose between love and no money or money and no love for the
rest of your life, which would you choose? If you had to choose, would you give up your sight or your
hearing? If you saw a robbery, would you report it? If you saw your zipper was down and people had noticed,
what would you do? If you speak two languages and your spouse husband or wife speaks only one, will you
raise your children to be bilingual? If you were candy, what candy would you be? If you were a monster, what
monster would you be? If you were a toy, what toy would you be? If you were abducted by aliens, would you
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tell anybody? Why or why not? If you were asked to choose which time period you would like to live in,
which century would you choose? If you were asked to speak to a graduating class, what would you say? If
you were given a chance to go to the moon, would you go? If you were given a choice between being given
great wisdom or great wealth, which would you choose? If you were given an opportunity to be born again, in
which country would you like to be born? If you were given an opportunity to be born again, what kind of
person would you choose to be? If you were given one million dollars, what would you buy? If you were
given the opportunity to be born again, how would you change how you lived? If you were given the
opportunity to mold your partner the way you wanted, how would you mold your partner? If you were given
three wishes, what would you wish for? If you were God, how would you transmit or let people know your
message? If you were going to a deserted island and could only take three things with you, what would you
take? If you were marooned on a desert island with one other person how would you survive? If you were
invited to have tea with the Queen of England, what would say? If you were the leader of your country, what
would you change? If you were the President of the United States, what problem or concern would you work
on first? If you were told that you were going to die tomorrow, what would you do today? If you were walking
through the forest and you suddenly saw a tiger, what would you do? If you woke up suddenly because your
house was on fire, which three things would you save as you ran outside? If you worked for a store and you
saw another employee steal something, would you tell the manager? If your friend could not have a child,
would you carry her child for her? If you saw someone in public with toilet paper stuck to their shoe, would
you tell them? If you could change one thing that you did that was bad, perhaps a crime or some wrong you
did to another person, what would it be? If you were told you had a terminal illness and had six months to live.
What three things would be most important for you to do? If your doctor has just told you that you have a
month to live, what would you do in that stretch of time? If your doctor told you that you had only one month
to live, how would you use the time left? What if you have to sacrifice yourself for the sake of saving your
mother? What would you do? If you could live perfectly well without sleeping, if you had no need to sleep at
all, how would you spend all your nights? If you got into traffic accident, what would you do first? If you
could be God, what would you do for humanity? If you could receive praise from a person, what person would
it be? What kind of praise would you like to receive?
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If you wanted to look very sexy, how would you dress? What famous person do other people tell you that you
most resemble? If you could bring one character to life from your favorite book, who would it be? Do you
believe honesty is the best policy? What vegetable do you most resemble? What dead person would you least
want to be haunted by? Who would you most like to be stuck in an elevator with? Which cartoon character do
you resemble the most? Would you rather go a week without bathing, but be able to change your clothes, or a
week without a change of clothes, but be able to bathe? Which of the four seasons do you most anticipate?
You can choose your method of dying and the place in which you will die. Where would you like to die and
how? You can choose your last meal. What will the menu consist of? If you had to be trapped in a TV show
for a month, which show would you choose? List 5 people you know. Then describe each of them in 5 words.
You can select one person from history and ask them a question to which they must give a thruthful reply.
Whom would you select, and what question would you ask? If you joined the circus, what act would you most
want to perform? You discover that your wonderful one-year-old child is, because of a mix-up at the hospital,
not yours. Would you want to exchange the child to correct the mistake? Would you be willing to become
extremely ugly physically if it meant you would live for 1, years at any physical age you chose? Would you be
willing to commit perjury in court for a close friend? What if your lie would save his life? Would you be
willing to give up sex for five years if you could have wonderfully sensual and erotic dreams whenever you
wished? Would you be willing to give up sex for one year if you knew it would give you a much deeper sense
of peace than you have now? Group 2 If you could have anyone locked in a room so that you could torment
them for a day, whom would you choose, and how would you torment them? Do you feel that children should
be sheltered from unhappiness? The children living next door are being horribly abused by their parents. The
only way to stop the abuse is to adopt the children and care for them in your home. If you could have
personally witnessed one event in history, what would you want to have seen? What rights should the father
have if his unmarried girlfriend wants an abortion? Assuming that complete recovery were instantaneous,
would you be willing to accept a year of total paralysis below the neck to prevent the otherwise certain
extinction of a species of animal? Would you be willing to have horrible nightmares every night for a year if
you would be rewarded with extraordinary wealth? Would you be willing to reduce your life expectancy by 5
years to become extremely attractive? Would you enjoy spending a month of solitude in a beautiful natural
setting? Food and shelter would be provided but you would not see another person. Would you generally be
overdressed or underdressed at a party? If you could wake up tomorrow in the body of someone else currently
living, would you do so? Whom would you pick? Would you have one of your fingers surgically removed if it
guaranteed immunity from all major diseases? Have you ever been sexually attracted to a family member or a
person of an inappropriate age? How did you deal with it? Have you ever returned an item to a store for a
refund after having used it? Would you like to have a child much more intelligent and attractive than yourself?
If you could have one superpower, which would you choose? What was the most recent movie that made you
cry? You can cast any actor no longer alive to play you in a film about your life. Whom would you cast in the
role? You can cast any actor now alive to play you in a film about your life. If you could be any age again for
one week, what age would you be? What do you like the least? If you could plan a trip anywhere in the world
for yourself and your mate, where would you like to go? What outfit or article of clothing do you like to see
your spouse wearing the most? What things would you like to know better about your partner? Have you told
your partner about all of your past relationships?
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This book, "If you had to chose what would you do?", was a very interesting book. This story was about helping children
to build Their self-confidence In their ability to work through everyday calendrierdelascience.com are 25 situations that
are presented And questions that are at the end of each scenario?

I enjoyed just reading through them and thinking what would I have done at that age. There were even a
couple of scenarios I found myself in as a child. That knowledge helped me to understand the effectiveness of
having those conversations with my children before they have to deal with these situations. The
thought-provoking questions at the end of each story are crafted to really give some depth to the conversation
with your child to gain more insight into their thought process. To have that kind of opportunity feels
empowering to me as a parent. When we know what our children are really thinking we can provide them with
the unique support they need. I will definitely be using this with my kids to help them understand how to make
the right choice and listen to their inner guidance. This is a must have book for parents concerned about
instilling values and a strong moral ethic in their children. This is one book I will be keeping on my shelf to
use with my children when they are of age. This book is geared towards the age range. The Kids Can Do It site
offers books targeted to all ages from with age-appropriate situations for different age groups. This story was
about helping children to build Their self-confidence In their ability to work through everyday problems. Their
are 25 situations that are presented And questions that are at the end of each scenario? It has been developed to
help parents talk to their children about social and moral issues in a natural way. The age group for this book
would be 9 and up. The artistic element that stuck out to me was t This book, "If you had to chose what would
you do? The artistic element that stuck out to me was the color. Everything was very bright and colorful
showing expression such as happiness. The author is good to present the question itself with detailed thoughts
and consequences from both the good and the bad direction. What if I do this; what if I do not do this. It is a
book involving courage, honesty and other virtues.
Chapter 5 : If you had to choose, what would you do? (Book, ) [calendrierdelascience.com]
The 25 situations presented here and the thought-provoking questions at the end of each scenario have been developed
to help you talk to your child about social and moral issues in a natural and.
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Chapter 7 : If You Had to Choose, What Would You Do? - Sandra McLeod Humphrey - Google Books
Following on the popularity of her first book, If You Had to Choose, What Would You Do? children's author and
psychologist Sandra McLeod Humphrey continues her series on kids making tough moral choices in a complex world.

Chapter 8 : If You Had to Choose, What Would You Do? - Sandra Mcleod Humphrey - Google Books
If you had to choose ONE training exercise to use for your general fitness and strength, for the remainder of your life
and you didn't have the ability to practice ANY other movements in the gym or weight room which movement would you
choose?

Chapter 9 : If you had to choose, what would you do? | Yahoo Answers
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Would you do the same if you could start over? What impact do you think that choosing a different career would have
had on your life? Personally, I had considered going into nursing when I was in high school, but took another route and
found a wonderful lifelong career in marketing communications.
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